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ASSETS

A wise knowledge of the technology

The emergence and the development of  
e-commerce comes with new threats. With 15 

years hands-on experience and a detailed technology  
understanding, we thrive to provide the product 
which fits each customer’s need, plus the security 
knowledge that should come with it. Aware of the 
risks, we do not sell low-authentication certificates 
such as domain-validated which give a false impres-
sion of security, increasing the risks of phishing.

Our in-house tech support, and the 500+ pages 
technical documentation maintain reflects the level 
of care we provide to get your services up and  
running in the minimal time.

A multi-brand platform

Entirely designed by our team, the TBS-
Certificates platform is the most advanced  

management tool on the market. From one place, 
manage all your certificates, from all brands and all 
types, and tailor the web site to your needs.

With multiple-user & right management, and finance 
vs production split, you may focus on your own 
business and let us manage all your digital certificates.
Available to both IT companies and Entreprises, 
our interface also comes with an API to integrate 
smoothly in your own systems.

A devoted team

Since 1996, whether they are from public listed 
companies or SMEs, our customers trust 

our services and appreciate our selected range of  
products in complete adequacy to their PR plan and 
their high grade security standards.

A dedicated advisor knows your technical,  
accounting or working constraints. He manages your  
account and guides you during every step of your  
certification request.
That relationship, based on proximity and trust, 
makes our services outstanding.

HISTORY

Founded in France in 1996, TBS Internet launched 
the SSL certificate aggregator business in order to 
best serve customers. 15 years later, we are providing 
certification solutions and offering the largest  
product range on the market, embracing technology 
and audit changes.

Witness of many turning points of the online 
security, we have always been the first to  
promote new products such as EV, SHA256,  
2048-bit root certificates or Trust Seals. We  
understand the value of trust in online B2B and B2C  
relationships.

Your technical staff has to cope with multiple challenges when it comes to deploy 
websites, sometimes on very short notice. The efficiency level of your SSL partner, 
both to reduce the issuing time and to ease the audit and administrative processes 
is then crucial: it has a direct impact on your overall performance and may well 
condition your business model. TBS internet, a certificate broker with SSL expertise, 
sets you free from those constraints and helps you focus on your core business!
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RANGE OF PRODUCTS

 Server certificates:  single-site, Multi-sites (SAN), Wildcard, EV, with or without SGC
 Developer certificates: Microsoft Authenticode, Sun Java, Adobe Air
 User certificates: secure email and authentication, PDF signing, document signing
 Trust marks:  VeriSign Trust Seal
 Outsourced PKI, Entreprise Root chaining and White labelling

MISSION STATEMENT

Be the top European high-authentication digital certificate aggregator, putting service first. Provide outstanding 
service with tech-savvy sales advisors and internal technical support. To achieve that, we maintain top-level 
partnerships with all Certification Authorities.

CORPORATE VALUES

TBS Internet was built on a strong desire to increase 
public awareness on online security matters. Ever 
since we’ve been providing online trust through 
efficient, available and localized services.
Day after day, as great people, we are proud to 
maintain transparency and discretion.

MAJOR PARTNERS
We maintain platinum level partnership with these Certification Authorities:

To best suit all needs, we setup our own digital 
certificate brand TBS X509 in 2006 which  
provides a full range of affordable products with 
no security compromise.


